Incorporation of guanosine gels into sieving matrices for length- and sequence-based separation of DNA in capillary electrophoresis.
Sieving gels are used in capillary gel electrophoresis to resolve DNA strands of different lengths. For complex samples, however, such as those encountered in metagenomic analysis of microbial communities or biofilms, length-based separation may mask the true genetic diversity of the community since different organisms may contribute same-length DNA with different sequences. There is a need, therefore, for DNA separations based on both the length and sequence. Previous work has demonstrated the ability of guanosine gels (G-gels) to separate four single-stranded DNA 76-mers that differ by only a few A/G base substitutions. The goal of the present work is to determine whether G-gels could be combined with commercial sieving gels in order to simultaneously separate DNA based on both length and sequence. The results are given for the four 76-mers and for a standard dsDNA ladder. Commercial sieving gels were used alone and in combination with G-gels. For the 76-mers, the combined medium was less efficient than the G-gel alone but was able to achieve partial resolution. The combined medium was at least as effective as the sieving gel alone at resolving the denatured DNA ladder and showed indications of sequence-based resolution as well, as supported by MALDI-MS. The results show that the combined sieving gel/G-gel medium retains the selectivity of the individual media, providing a promising approach to simultaneous length- and sequence-based DNA separation for metagenomic analysis of complex systems.